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Problem / Question
How do ice mitigation strategies
affect ice formation in livestock
waterers?

Hypothesis
As the mean and methods of insulation changes,
the ice thickness either increases or decreases.
The more insulation that is provided for the
water buckets, the more difficult it will be for ice
to form and keep the water accessible for a
longer period of time.

Variables
Controlled
variables
• Water
Temperature
• Size of water
bucket
• Amount of
water
• Testing
location

Independent
variable
• The ice
mitigation
strategy

Dependent
variable
• The ice
thickness in
centimeters

Photos

Quantity (detailed list)

Materials (be speciﬁc)

6

5 gallon bucket

5

4 gallons of warm water

1

Tape Measure

1 ﬂake

Hay

1

Laundry basket

1 roll

Silver foil insulation

1l

Duct tape

Results
• Silver Insulation had an average ice thickness
of 3.167 centimeters
• Double Bucket had an average ice thickness
of 23 centimeters
• Excessive Sun Exposure had an average ice
thickness of 3.83 centimeters
• Hay Insulation was the best insulator with an
average ice thickness of 1.67 centimeters

Procedure
Conclusion
1. Fill a water trough halfway with warm water.
2. Set it in an area with not much sun exposure (this
will serve as the control group)
3. Repeat step 1 four more times to create your
different independent variables
4. Trial 1-place the trough in an area with not much
sun exposure, then put it in another bucket (double
layer)
5. Trial 2-place the trough in an area with not much
sun exposure, then fully wrap in silver foil insulation
and secure with duct tape
6. Trial 3-place the trough in an area with not much
sun exposure, then place in a bucket with hay
insulation
7. Trial 4-place the trough in an area with excessive
sun exposure and no natural shade
8. Wait 24 hours from set up on all trials
9. Measure the amount of ice through ice thickness
from all the troughs with a tape measure.

Charts

● Out of the 4 methods tested, hay insulation
is the best, and double bucket (stacking) is
the worst.
● Excessive sun exposure and silver insulation
have similar effects with little variation
● My hypothesis is supported by this
experiment because as the means and
methods changed, the ice thickness also
changed. Overall, as the amount of
insulation increased, the ice thickness
decreased.
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Background Research
The background research conducted
for this project was studying how ice is
formed, common ice mitigation
methods (in everyday settings), and
ice mitigation methods speciﬁcally in
livestock waterers. This allowed me to
see how the ice is formed/what I
needed to solve, as well as methods
used by other people.

Data / Observations
• The hay insulation was the best method
of ice mitigation with the thinnest layer
of ice
• The double bucket method was the
worst method of ice mitigation with the
thickest layer of ice
• Silver insulation and excessive sun
exposure had a similar effect on the ice
• The average ice thickness in the double
bucket was greater than the control
group
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